Luxury Meets Rugged in TWO NEW Powerful Scooters!

INTRODUCING America’s ONLY Full-time Luxury Travel Scooter! The GB119 3-wheel and GB149 4-wheel Buzzaround LX models offer comfort and convenience in a stylish new design.

Enjoy upgraded features in a whole new class of scooters in our Buzzaround Series!

Our scooters and power wheelchairs offer excellent maneuverability and performance to get you where you want to go in comfort and style. Explore our line of mobility products and choose the one that’s perfect for you! Plus, all models are backed by the best warranties in the industry!

Highly Dependable • Maximum Maneuverability
Unparalleled Stability • Greatest Functionality
Superior Designs • First Class Luxury
Full-size comfort comes with the convenience of true portability on the Buzzaround LX, along with standard features that include a stylish captain’s seat, an infinitely adjustable tiller at your fingertips, and a USB charging port right under the dashboard. With a 375 lb. weight capacity, comfort suspension springs, and up to 18 mile range on two U1 batteries, the Buzzaround LX offers ample foot room to take you where you want to go in comfort and style!

BUZZAROUND LX FEATURES:
- Stylish Captain’s Seat
- 375 lb. Weight Capacity
- Infinitely Adjustable Tiller with EZ Reach Adjustment Lever
- Up to 18 Mile Range with two U1 Batteries
- Ample Foot Room
- USB Charging Port
- Comfort Spring Suspension for a Smoother Ride

WARRANTIES:
- FRAME: Lifetime Warranty
- DRIVE TRAIN: 2 Year Warranty
- ELECTRONICS: 2 Year Warranty
- BATTERIES: 1 Year Warranty

BEST IN CLASS RANGE!
BEST IN CLASS WEIGHT CAPACITY!
The all new Golden BuzzAround Extreme Scooter features the portability and easy disassembly of a lightweight scooter with the amazing benefits of a full size scooter. Both the three and four-wheel BuzzAround Extreme Scooters come standard with 2-U1 batteries – industry leading and the largest battery in this category – for maximum operating range up to 18 miles. The Extreme also features a brand new ultrabright LED headlight and taillight, and comfort suspension springs for the smoothest ride.

Go the extra mile on a BuzzAround Extreme Scooter!

**BUZZAROUND EX FEATURES:**
- 350 lb. weight capacity
- 4” ground clearance
- Full size & portable, yet easy to disassemble
- Larger 90 amp controller
- Larger 420 watt motor
- Larger 9” tires
- 2-U1 batteries for maximum range
- Ultrabright LED headlight and taillight
- Comfort suspension springs
- Operating range up to 18 miles per charge

Optional color shrouds available. *Upcharge applies.

**BEST IN CLASS RANGE!**
WARRANTIES:
FRAME: Lifetime Warranty
DRIVE TRAIN: 2 Year Warranty
ELECTRONICS: 2 Year Warranty
BATTERIES: 1 Year Warranty

The Battery Docking Station for models GB118, GB148, GB119 and GB149 is portable. It connects and charges the U1 batteries. Perfect for charging batteries off the scooter, especially when visiting family or friends, or at a vacation destination. Enjoy being on the go!

OPTIONAL BATTERY DOCKING STATION

Can be ordered as a KIT or pre-installed on models GB118, GB148, GB119 & GB149.
BUZZAROUND XL FEATURES:

- 300 lb. weight capacity
- Ultra Bright LED headlight standard
- Charging port below the control panel
- 3 inch ground clearance
- Red and Blue Shroud panels included free
- Disassembles quickly and easily for transport

WARRANTIES:

FRAME: Lifetime Warranty
DRIVE TRAIN: 2 Year Warranty
ELECTRONICS: 2 Year Warranty
BATTERIES: 1 Year Warranty
BUZZAROUND XLHD FEATURES:

- Increased weight capacities up to 325 lbs.
- Ultra Bright LED headlight standard
- Charging port below the control panel
- 3 inch ground clearance
- Red & Blue Shroud panels included free
- Disassembles quickly and easily for transport
- 22Amp batteries standard
- Operating range up to 14 miles per charge

WARRANTIES:

FRAME: Lifetime Warranty
DRIVE TRAIN: 2 Year Warranty
ELECTRONICS: 2 Year Warranty
BATTERIES: 1 Year Warranty

Optional color shrouds available. *Upcharge applies.
WARRANTIES:

FRAME: Lifetime Warranty

DRIVE TRAIN: 2 Year Warranty

ELECTRONICS: 2 Year Warranty

BATTERIES: 1 Year Warranty

BUZZAROUND XLS

FEATURES:

• 300 lb. weight capacity
• Ultra Bright LED headlight standard
• Charging port below the control panel
• 3 inch ground clearance
• Red and Blue Shroud panels included free
• Disassembles quickly and easily for transport
• NEW Comfort Spring Suspension for a smoother ride

Optional color shrouds available. *Upcharge applies.
WARRANTIES:

FRAME: Lifetime Warranty
DRIVE TRAIN: 2 Year Warranty
ELECTRONICS: 2 Year Warranty
BATTERIES: 1 Year Warranty

BUZZAROUND XLSHD FEATURES:

• Increased weight capacity up to 325 lbs.
• Ultra Bright LED headlight standard
• Charging port below the control panel
• 3 inch ground clearance
• Red and Blue Shroud panels included free
• Disassembles quickly and easily for transport
• 22 Amp batteries standard
• Operating range up to 14 miles per charge
• NEW Comfort Spring Suspension for a smoother ride

Optional color shrouds available. *Upcharge applies.

GB117Z

GB147Z

Optional color shrouds available. *Upcharge applies.
BUZZAROUND LT FEATURES:

- 300 lb. weight capacity
- Increased foot room
- Color through chip resistant plastic (red only)
- Charger port in the tiller
- Quickly disassembles into five, lightweight pieces for easy transport
- Comes standard in matte red
- Pink, yellow, silver and camouflage color shrouds available
- Accepts new interchangeable color shrouds

Optional color shrouds available. *Upcharge applies.

WARRANTIES:

FRAME: Lifetime Warranty
DRIVE TRAIN: 2 Year Warranty
ELECTRONICS: 2 Year Warranty
BATTERIES: 1 Year Warranty

(Buzz XL model shown)
The unique tubular design of the LiteRider scooters gets you wherever you need to go in a style all their own. The only scooters to come with two cargo baskets standard, the LiteRiders are easy to disassemble, and maneuver smoothly indoors and out.

- 300 lb. weight capacity
- Wraparound Delta Tiller standard
- Easy to read control panel with backlit battery gauge
- Two storage baskets standard
- Comfortable 17”x16” stadium style seat standard
- Adjustable armrests

Optional 20” x 18” stadium style seat
- 2-22 AH Batteries; increased operating range up to 12 miles
- Completely wireless disassembly
- 9” front and rear tires
- New Ultrabright LED adjustable headlight and rugged plastic basket standard!

WARRANTIES:
- FRAME: Lifetime Warranty
- DRIVE TRAIN: 2 Year Warranty
- ELECTRONICS: 2 Year Warranty
- BATTERIES: 1 Year Warranty

GL111 & GL141 FEATURES:
The Golden Companion scooters are your ticket to ride first class every day! Allow the luxurious, full-size Companions to enhance your life and take you to the places you’ve always had trouble getting to. Shop in the mall, attend sporting events and enjoy the great outdoors with the unmatched comfort of your favorite new Companion! All Companion models feature:

COMPANIONS FEATURE:

- All new design for easy disassembly
- Wraparound Delta Tiller standard
- Adjustable LED headlight
- EZ Reach tiller adjustment lever
- Auto lock tiller
- Easy to read control panel
- Easy access charging port
- Black, non-marking, low profile tires on sturdy steel rims

- LED battery gauge
- Comfortable, fully adjustable padded armrests
- Under floor mat troubleshooting guide
- Removable shopping basket with handle
- Four mobility transportation tie downs

WARRANTIES:

FRAME: Lifetime Warranty
DRIVE TRAIN: 2 Year Warranty
ELECTRONICS: 2 Year Warranty
BATTERIES: 1 Year Warranty

Companion GC240

Companion GC340 shown with optional power lift seat.

Companion GC340 shown
with optional power lift seat.

Companion GC340

Companion GC440

Companion GC240

Companion GC440

Companion GC340

Companion GC340

Companion GC340
When you want rugged, heavy duty scooters to tackle the challenging terrain of the great outdoors, look no further than the Golden Avenger™ and Patriot™. Both feature oversized tires with sporty mag wheels, a full-size captain’s seat for all day riding comfort, and an impressive operating range of up to 18 miles.

**AVENGER FEATURES:**
- 500 lb. weight capacity
- Adjustable tiller for riding comfort
- Deluxe, reclining high back captain’s seat
- Large, 13” front and rear tires
- Adjustable front headlight and four-way flashers
- Large front cargo basket standard
- Operating range up to 18 miles per charge

**PATRIOT FEATURES:**
- Full front and rear lighting package with tail lights, headlights and flashers
- Four-wheel independent suspension for smoothly traversing outdoor terrain
- Rugged rubber mat and anti-skid material on the floor deck
- Convenient water bottle holders for two cold beverage bottles
- Full control panel featuring safety horn, flashers, lights, turn signals, speed knob and backlit battery gauge
- Black, pneumatic tires with brushed alloy wheels
- 13-Inch Pneumatic Tire and Rims

**WARRANTIES:**
- FRAME: Lifetime Warranty
- DRIVE TRAIN: 2 Year Warranty
- ELECTRONICS: 2 Year Warranty
- BATTERIES: 1 Year Warranty
THE NEW PORTABLE LITERIDER ENVY’S DESIGN MAKES OUR POWER WHEELCHAIRS THE EASIEST TO TRANSPORT!

- Lightweight & Convenient
- Disassembles into 4 pieces
- 22 Amp Hour battery for all-day range
- Off board battery charging for on the go

WARRANTIES:
- FRAME: 5 Year Warranty
- DRIVE TRAIN: 13 Month Warranty
- ELECTRONICS: 13 Month Warranty
- BATTERIES: 12 Month Warranty

ONLY 36 lbs.!
LiteRider GP162

- 300 lb. weight capacity
- Operating range up to 15.5 miles
- Turning radius: 28.5"
- NEW premium 17” Seat Option

Golden’s RETAIL CASH POWER WHEELCHAIR features:

Available in 6 Vibrant Colors with a Larger Foot Plate and New Shroud Design!

SOLAR FLARE ORANGE
Shown with NEW high back premium seat option

Availabe Colors:
- SATIN SILVER
- CHERRY RED
- PARADISE BLUE
- ENVY GREEN
- SOLAR FLARE ORANGE
- SUNBURST YELLOW
- ENVY GREEN
- SATIN SILVER
Compass™ models provide superior forward stability making them the safest power wheelchairs to mount or dismount. The Compass line has fewer moving parts than a power base with springs for the best forward stability and no tipping!

This unique suspension system keeps all six wheels on the ground simultaneously, eliminating the rocking sensation when traversing inclines, giving both Compass™ models unparalleled curb and threshold climbing ability. No other power base can match the constant wheel to ground contact of a Compass!

EXPERIENCE CONSTANT CONTACT

Inclines and thresholds are no match for the Golden Compass Sport’s true center wheel drive design with our patented springless articulating chassis!

This unique suspension system keeps all six wheels on the ground simultaneously, eliminating the rocking sensation when traversing inclines, giving both Compass™ models unparalleled curb and threshold climbing ability. No other power base can match the constant wheel to ground contact of a Compass!

COMPASS SPORT FEATURES:

- NEW All Black Seat
- NEW aluminum wheels provide increased durability
- Medicare Code: K0823
- 300 lb. Weight Capacity
- Turning Radius: 19.5"
- Batteries 2-U1
- Single Post Seat Mount
- 40 Amp Controller Standard

WARRANTIES:

FRAME: Lifetime Warranty
DRIVE TRAIN: 13 Month Warranty
ELECTRONICS: 13 Month Warranty
BATTERIES: 12 Month Warranty

THE COMPASS HD HAS THE MOST STABLE BASE IN ITS CLASS!

Compass™ models provide superior forward stability making them the safest power wheelchairs to mount or dismount. The Compass line has fewer moving parts than a power base with springs for the best forward stability and no tipping!

COMPASS HD FEATURES:

- NEW All Black Seat
- Medicare Code: K0825
- 450 lb. Weight Capacity
- Turning Radius: 20"
- Batteries 2-NF22
- Four Post Seat Mount with Slide Seat Bracket
- 75 Amp Controller Standard

WARRANTIES:

FRAME: 5 Year Warranty
DRIVE TRAIN: 13 Month Warranty
ELECTRONICS: 13 Month Warranty
BATTERIES: 12 Month Warranty
• Low-maintenance Color Through Shroud Design!
• Larger, Lightweight Composite Footplate!
• Generous High Back Captain’s Seat

Alanté eSPORT

• Low center of gravity
• Excellent maneuverability
• 28” turning radius
• 300 lb weight capacity
• Upgraded user friendly motor connections
• Auto shut-off charger system
• Electromagnetic braking system
• Padded flip up arms standard
• 9” driving wheels
• Larger 6” rear caster wheels

Model GP208

ALL NEW!

Alanté SPORT FEATURES:

WARRANTIES:

FRAME: 5 Year Warranty
DRIVE TRAIN: 13 Month Warranty
ELECTRONICS: 13 Month Warranty
BATTERIES: 12 Month Warranty
AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES

*Only available on Companion models.

Cane Holder
Rear View Mirror
Oxygen Tank Holder
Safety Flag
(Packed with most models. Not available on GB119 & GB149.)
Power Elevating Seat*
Quad Cane Holder
Rear Basket
Crutch Holder
Walker Holder
Cup Holder
Pack’n’Go Armbag
Cell Phone Holder
Optional BuzzAround
Shroud Cover Colors:
Pink, Silver, Yellow & Camouflage
(Red & Blue come standard. GB107 standard in red only.)
Deluxe Pack’n’Go
(Fits seat 20” wide or larger and high back Captain’s Seat.)
Back Pack

PACK BUNDLE

Weight
Capacity (lbs.)
Ground Clearance
Operating Range

Weight w/
Batteries
Seat Weight w/ Arms
Heaviest Piece
Base Weight
| Item          | Description                  | Length | Width | Front Tire | Rear Tire | Center Tire | Casters | Weight Capacity (lbs.) | Max Speed (mph) | Ground Clearance (in.) | Operating Range (miles) | Turning Radius (in.) | Batteries (Ah) | Weight w/Batteries (lbs.) | Front Half Weight (lbs.) | Rear Half Weight (lbs.) | Seat Weight w/Arms (lbs.) | Heaviest Piece (lbs.) | Base Weight (lbs.) |
|--------------|------------------------------|--------|-------|------------|-----------|-------------|---------|-------------------------|----------------|------------------------|------------------------|-------------------|----------------|---------------------------|---------------------------|----------------|----------------------------|--------------------------|-------------------|------------------------|------------------|
| GB107        | Buzz LT (3-wheel)           | 40.5"  | 21.5" | 8"         | 8"        | N/A         | N/A     | 300                     | 4              | 3"                     | 8                      | 37"               | 12AH          | 97                         | 33                        | 25               | 20                        | 33                       | N/A                |
| GB117D       | Buzz XL (3-wheel)           | 42.5"  | 21.5" | 8"         | 8"        | N/A         | N/A     | 300                     | 4              | 3"                     | 8                      | 37"               | 12AH          | 102                        | 35                        | 25               | 23                        | 35                       | N/A                |
| GB117S       | Buzz XLS (3-wheel)          | 42.5"  | 21.5" | 8"         | 8"        | N/A         | N/A     | 300                     | 4              | 3"                     | 8                      | 37"               | 12AH          | 112                        | 35                        | 28               | 23                        | 35                       | N/A                |
| GB117H       | Buzz XLHD (3-wheel)         | 42.5"  | 21.5" | 8"         | 8"        | N/A         | N/A     | 325                     | 4              | 3"                     | 14                     | 37"               | 22AH         | 115                        | 35                        | 28               | 23                        | 35                       | N/A                |
| GB147D       | Buzz XL (4-wheel)           | 41.5"  | 21.5" | 8"         | 8"        | N/A         | N/A     | 300                     | 4              | 3"                     | 8                      | 47"               | 12AH          | 110                        | 43                        | 25               | 23                        | 43                       | N/A                |
| GB147S       | Buzz XLS (4-wheel)          | 41.5"  | 21.5" | 8"         | 8"        | N/A         | N/A     | 300                     | 4              | 3"                     | 8                      | 47"               | 12AH          | 113                        | 43                        | 28               | 23                        | 43                       | N/A                |
| GB147H       | Buzz XLHD (4-wheel)         | 41.5"  | 21.5" | 8"         | 8"        | N/A         | N/A     | 325                     | 4              | 3"                     | 14                     | 47"               | 22AH         | 120                        | 43                        | 25               | 23                        | 43                       | N/A                |
| GB147Z       | Buzz XLSHD (4-wheel)        | 41.5"  | 21.5" | 8"         | 8"        | N/A         | N/A     | 325                     | 4              | 3"                     | 14                     | 47"               | 22AH         | 123                        | 43                        | 28               | 23                        | 43                       | N/A                |
| GB118        | Buzz EX (3-wheel)           | 45"    | 22"   | 9"         | 9"        | N/A         | N/A     | 350                     | 5              | 4"                     | 18                     | 56"               | U1            | 154                        | 53                        | 36               | 23                        | 53                       | N/A                |
| GB148        | Buzz EX (4-wheel)           | 44"    | 22"   | 9"         | 9"        | N/A         | N/A     | 350                     | 5              | 4"                     | 18                     | 56"               | U1            | 161                        | 53                        | 36               | 23                        | 53                       | N/A                |
| GB19         | Buzz LX (3-wheel)           | 45"    | 22"   | 9"         | 9"        | N/A         | N/A     | 375                     | 5              | 4"                     | 18                     | 54"               | U1            | 168                        | 50                        | 36               | 32                        | 50                       | N/A                |
| GB199        | Buzz LX (4-wheel)           | 44"    | 22"   | 9"         | 9"        | N/A         | N/A     | 375                     | 5              | 4"                     | 18                     | 54"               | U1            | 174                        | 57                        | 36               | 32                        | 57                       | N/A                |
| GL111        | LiteRider (3-wheel)         | 41.5"  | 22"   | 9"         | 9"        | N/A         | N/A     | 300                     | 5              | 3.75"                  | 12                     | 39"               | 22AH         | 125                        | 44                        | 28               | 21                        | 44                       | N/A                |
| GL141        | LiteRider (4-wheel)         | 43.25" | 22"   | 9"         | 9"        | N/A         | N/A     | 300                     | 5              | 3.75"                  | 12.5                    | 48"               | 22AH         | 133                        | 52                        | 28               | 21                        | 52                       | N/A                |
| GC240        | Companion (3-wheel)         | 42.25" | 23.5" | 9"         | 10.75"    | N/A         | N/A     | 350                     | 5.3            | 3.75"                  | 19.9                    | 37"               | U1            | 163                        | 45                        | 48               | 26                        | 48                       | N/A                |
| GC340        | Companion (3-wheel)         | 45.5"  | 23.5" | 9"         | 10.75"    | N/A         | N/A     | 400                     | 5.3            | 4.5"                   | 20.9                    | 41"               | U1            | 176                        | 56                        | 48               | 26                        | 56                       | N/A                |
| GC440        | Companion (4-wheel)         | 47.5"  | 23.5" | 10.75"     | 10.75"    | N/A         | N/A     | 400                     | 5.3            | 4.5"                   | 18.9                    | 56.5"              | U1            | 194                        | 74                        | 48               | 26                        | 74                       | N/A                |
| GA541        | Avenger                     | 57.5"  | 24.5" | 13"        | 13"       | N/A         | N/A     | 500                     | 7              | 4"                     | 18.7                    | 67"               | NF22          | 265                        | 68                        | 68               | 55                        | 68                       | N/A                |
| GR575        | Patriot                     | 57"    | 28"   | 13"        | 13"       | N/A         | N/A     | 400                     | 8              | 6.75"                  | 24                     | 76.5"              | 75AH         | 302                        | N/A                        | 44               | 152                       | 152                      | N/A                |
| GP162        | LiteRider Envy              | 36"    | 22.5" | N/A         | 9"        | N/A         | 6"      | 300                     | 3.5            | 2.5"                   | 15.5                    | 28.5"              | 22AH         | 123                        | 37                        | 36               | 23                        | 37                       | N/A                |
| GP208        | Alanté Sport                | 41.5"  | 25"   | 9"         | N/A       | 6"         | N/A     | 400                     | 4.3            | 2.25"                  | 15"                    | 28"               | U1            | 146.5                      | 37                        | 66               | 66                        | 66                       | N/A                |
| GP605        | Compass Sport               | 39"    | 24"   | N/A         | 10"       | 6"         | N/A     | 300                     | 4              | 3.25"                  | 24                     | 19.5"              | U1            | 185                        | N/A                        | 46               | 92                        | 92                       | N/A                |
| GP620        | Compass HD                  | 40"    | 25"   | N/A         | 10"       | 6"         | N/A     | 450                     | 4              | 3.5"                   | 12"                    | 20"               | NF22          | 226                        | N/A                        | 51               | 101                       | 101                      | N/A                |

* All weight shown in lbs. All products feature Freewheel Mode, Electronic Speed Control and Off-Board Charger.

1 Battery range at 200 lbs., and will vary due to rider weight, drive surface, terrain and battery type.
2 Battery range at maximum weight capacity, and will vary due to rider weight, drive surface, terrain and battery type.
Choose from a Complete Line of Lifestyle Solution Products by Golden

SCOOTERS
- BuzzAround Series
- Lite Rider Series
- Companion Series
- Heavy Duty Series

POWER WHEELCHAIRS
- Compass Sport
- Compass HD
- LiteRider Envy
- Alanté Sport

POWER LIFT RECLINERS
- Value Series
- Signature Series
- Comforter Series
- Comforter Wide Series
- MaxiComforter Series
- PATENTED Twilight Technology Positioning Features!

Visit Your Local Authorized Golden Dealer.

www.goldentech.com